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Preface
Is there a notion of limit for growing graph sequences? What kind of object is this limit? Which
graph parameters behave ‘‘continuously’’ when passing to the limit?
Limits of graph sequences can be defined in more than one setting. The case when the graphs
in question are dense is best understood. In this case, convergence and limits were defined by
Borgs, Chayes, Lovász, Sós, Szegedy and Vesztergombi (2006), and the ensuing theory shed new light
on graph homomorphisms, Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, quasi-random graphs, graph testing and
extremal graph theory.
A lot of work has been done also on the limit of growing sequences of graphs with bounded
degree. In fact, a limit object was first defined in this setting by Aldous in 1998 (for trees), and by
Benjamini and Schramm in 2001 (for the general case). These studies highlight strong connections
with algebraic objects such as amenable groups, geometric representations such as circle packings,
functional analysis, and other areas of mathematics.
In both the dense and the sparse cases, the key notion is that of a convergent graph sequence: a
sequence of graphs is convergent if for every fixed graph F , the number of homomorphisms of F into
themembers of the sequence, after appropriate normalization, converges to a limit. If this holds, a limit
object exists; in the case of dense graphs, one way of describing it is a symmetric measurable function
[0, 1]2 → [0, 1]. Other cryptomorphic descriptions include graph parameters that are ‘‘reflection
positive’’, kernel operators, exchangeable arrays and random graph models satisfying certain natural
conditions.
Subsequently, the study of graph limits is an incitement to step up studies of graph
homomorphisms, in particular from the perspective of counting. Counting homomorphisms between
graphs has a surprising number of applications. Many models in statistical mechanics and many
questions in extremal graph theory can be described in these terms; as a consequence, the limiting
values ofmany important graph parameters can be read off from the limit object. This is closely related
to ‘‘property testing’’ in computer science.
The use of limit objects allows one to construct a single abstract space in which all graphs can be
embedded, irrespective of their size. This setting promises opportunities to adaptmethods from other
mathematical directions. The current ferment of ideas on these topics led to the organization of a one
week workshop specifically dedicated to ‘‘Homomorphisms and Limits’’ in Hraniční Zámeček (Czech
Republic) in January 2009.
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This workshop was attended by 27 participants and we trust that the meeting contributed to the
development of the whole area. We asked participants to contribute to a special volume. We also
solicited a few other contributions and the response was overwhelmingly positive. The result is this
thoroughly edited volume which reflects the state of the art of this fast developing area. We thank all
our authors for their excellent and timely work.
The workshop and this volume was made possible by the joint support of our grants: we
acknowledge support of grant 1M0405 (ITI, Charles University, Prague), OTKA Grant No. 67867
(Budapest), and the Spinoza-Award (Amsterdam).
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